
FANNIE QUIGLEY HAS BEEN THE EXEMPLAR of the pioneer spirit and wilder-
ness lifestyle in Denali National Park, defying everything we thought we
knew about the North as a story about man against nature. Much has been
written about her, but few sources have had anything to say about where
she came from or how she grew into the crusty old wilderness character
who wore rough men’s clothes and swore loudly. I decided to start at the
beginning. I went to the public library and checked out the first book I found
on Fannie ’s home state, Nebraska, which turned out to be a bicentennial
history by Dorothy Creighton. Imagine my surprise to find that many of
the qualities Fannie became famous for as an Alaskan pioneer could be at-
tributed to her Nebraska upbringing. In the s, it was the Nebraska fron-
tier that was known for the “hairbreadth struggles of man against nature.”
Discussing “the Nebraska Psyche,” Creighton attributed to Nebraskans
“grit and determination, . . . audacity tempered with caution . . . the friend-
liness and generosity that makes no man a stranger on the prairie . . . and
indomitable vigor transposed into emotional psychological and physical
factors.”1 Of course, these are the qualities that all Alaskans claim as an
integral part of the specifically Alaskan pioneering spirit, what they have
been fond of describing as the myth and magic of the “last frontier.” From
her upbringing on a Bohemian homestead in Nebraska, Fannie developed
the very qualities for which she would be known as an Alaska wilderness
pioneer, including her perseverance, her audaciousness, her giving spirit,
and the generous hospitality she offered to all who visited her. The hard-
ships Fannie endured as a child on the Nebraska homestead enabled her to
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look with equanimity at the later hardships she faced at remote gold strikes
in the Klondike and in the Kantishna. The homestead skills of gardening,
wilderness cooking, and gathering wild foods would serve her well through-
out her life.

Fannie ’s obituary had mentioned Wahoo, so on a map of Nebraska, I
found the town in Saunders County and contacted the local historical society.
Not surprisingly, Deb Playfair, the curator, had heard of Fannie Quigley.
Many vacationing Nebraskans who took in the McKinley Chalet Dinner
Theater’s “Fannie Quigley Cabin Nite” returned home to ask about the fa-
mous Alaska pioneer. But of course, without a maiden name, there was little
new information to be found. After I found her maiden name on the Daw-
son City marriage certificate and especially the names of her parents, I felt
that anything was possible. It seemed like only a few days later when I
walked down my snowy driveway in Fairbanks to find a letter from Saun-
ders County: as always, I was excited by the prospect of receiving a new
piece of information, a new clue in the mystery I was hoping to unravel. In
the county courthouse, Deb had located the original homestead record, and
she sent me a map of Saunders County marked with the distinct grid of the
section lines; a red dot highlighted the Sedlaceks’ homestead. I was sud-
denly consumed with a desire to see the site for myself. As much as I had
read about Fannie, I could not really imagine Nebraska. Unsure just what
I hoped to find there, I called friends who had moved to that state from
Alaska and arranged a trip. I flew across the country at night, and east to
Nebraska. As I drove south from the Omaha airport to my friends Rick and
Lissa’s farm, it was so dark the stars seemed close enough to touch; even the
high beams of the headlights on my rented car seemed to be absorbed by
the darkness of the gravel road bordered by pasture and cornfields. Finally,
lights twinkled out of the windows of their large, old brick house, a bit off

the road, near a typically small crossroads town just a few miles from the
Missouri River.

The next morning, I set out to find Wahoo, driving west from the farm
and the Missouri River. The land changed from high and flat plains to roll-
ing hills, to low bottomlands in the floodplain of the Platte River, and back
again to high, flat plains. But the farms and the towns went on and on. The
towns were spread evenly over the countryside, mostly one to a section
every  miles or so along roads that traced the regular grid of the section
lines. (A township, the basic unit of survey, is  miles square and subdi-
vided into thirty-six sections of  square mile each.)

Saunders County, bordered on the north and east by a wide bend in the
Platte River and only some  miles from the Missouri at Omaha, was one
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of the most populous counties in the state’s early years. In , Wahoo was
the only town in the newly settled county, and it consisted of just one large
and one small building.2 When I arrived, Wahoo was a substantial county
seat with an imposing courthouse on a rise in the center of town, and the
Historical Society Museum was just below the hill near the railroad tracks.
I stopped in to meet Deb Playfair and get directions to the farm.

The “Homestead Patent Record” showed that Vencil Sedlacek had
claimed the “West Half of the North East Quarter of Section Two, in Town-
ship , Range Five East, containing  acres.” Vencil settled a tract border-
ing a small tributary that flowed east about  miles to join Wahoo Creek.
Following Deb’s directions from Wahoo, I headed west on Route  toward
the rolling hill country settled by many of the immigrants from Bohemia,
now one of the provinces of the Czech Republic—so many, in fact, that
the area is locally known as the Bohemian Alps. The towns on the map
have names such as Plasi and Prague (pronounced with a long a, to rhyme
with plague).

Following the map with the red dot, marking the section lines, I searched
for the West Half of the North East Quarter of Section Two. It took three
tries to find what I believed to be the right spot. At first, I turned and headed
south on Route , where I found a high knoll with a wonderful view of the
rolling farmland and a cemetery marked by a fancy cast-iron arch with
Czech lettering. Standing in the wind and the sun, looking out over fields
and farmsteads, I tried to pronounce the names on the headstones and
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strained to hear the voices of these new citizens of the land—Bartek and
Cepak, Hakela and Jelinek, Hurka, Machesek, Malesek and Maly, Pacula
and Paseka, Pop, Rezak, Rehak and Sabatka, Siminek, Svoboda, Tomes and
Tomisek. Was this high bluff really the homestead?

I pulled out the map again to verify my location, studied the section
numbers, and realized that this windswept knoll could not, after all, be the
right farm. So I drove back on Route  east, to the junction where Route
 heads north. The farmstead on the southwest corner, with its small, un-
kempt house and large trees, occupied another windswept hillside. Cars and
farm equipment were scattered around the barn and a metal machine shed.
I tried to imagine that the north-facing hillside above the creek might once
have been a place for a dugout sod house. But the creek trended in the
wrong direction, and a north-facing hillside would have been a cold choice.
Studying the maps again, I realized that Route  was not, after all, on the
township boundary. The boundary was actually one section to the north, so
I set out again, going north on Route  toward Prague. A mile up the road,
I found Wahoo Creek, flowing northeast, in the direction indicated on the
map. Turning left a mile farther on, I followed a rutted dirt road through
cornfields and woods until it crossed the creek on a bridge. Up the road
from the bridge was a homestead with the name Pacula on the mailbox.

The farmsteads along the main road had been showy places, most of
them occupying the crown of a hill with the houses facing the road and the
barns arrayed to the side and out back. But this place was different. It was
set off the road and down toward the creek in a hollow. I could not even see
the house from the road. My heart beat faster and my palms turned clammy
as I turned into the drive, passing the outbuildings. The house, painted
turquoise and neat as a pin behind a picket fence, was tucked away down
by the creek. This must be Vencil Sedlacek’s original claim, I thought. I
knocked on the door, but no one answered. To stay felt like trespassing,
and so I left, passing a tree, by the creek, that was so big it could have been
a hundred years old. It might even have been there when Fannie was a girl
playing in the creek with her sisters, I mused. I could imagine that Vencil
Sedlacek claimed the creek to get water for his family, the livestock, and
the crops.

In the fading daylight, a soft sunset haze settled on the homestead, a
low hollow in the prairie; a flock of birds stirred in the scrub brush by the
creek. As I drove back to Wahoo, I had to remind myself that when Vencil
and Mary Sedlacek arrived, there were no quaint farmhouses, no farm-
steads with their windbreaks, no trees, no cropland plowed in even stripes
across the hills, no fences, no rows of corn, no herds of cattle, none of the
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features we associate with the pastoral countryside. There was nothing then
but the land. Just the prairie and the wind.

k

Later, I went to Lincoln to consult the census records. The  census of
Saunders County showed that twenty-five-year-old Vencil, listed by the
anglicized name James, was a farmer in Township . He and twenty-one-
year-old Josephine were the parents of a daughter, age two, born in Iowa,
and a new baby, Frances, later known to all as Fannie; she was six months
old at the time, her month of birth listed as March.3 Surrounding their home-
stead were thirteen more families from Bohemia, and others from Ohio,
Iowa, Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, New York, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and
England. Nearby townships were populated by Swedes, near the settlement
of Malmo, as well as Finns, Germans, and Russians.

The Sedlaceks’ journey began to make sense after I found a copy of
Rose Rosicky’s History of Czechs in Nebraska. Sedlacek is a common family
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name in parts of Iowa today, taking up nearly a
page of the Cedar Rapids phone book, and that is
where Vencil Sedlacek, like many of his compa-
triots, first settled. But Iowa was already beginning
to be settled up in those days, and the price of
land was starting to rise. Peter Kastle was one of
the first Bohemians to leave Iowa for Nebraska,
taking up land in the western half of Saunders
County, an area of rolling hills, with a network
of streams cutting through low bottomlands sup-
porting the only trees on the open plains.4

Bohemian immigrants were among those at-
tracted to Nebraska’s open lands and fertile soil.
The Bohemians were known in Europe as a proud
people who loved language and learning. The Uni-
versity of Prague was among the first in Europe,
founded in . Yet as a part of the Hapsburg Em-
pire, they had been reduced to the empire ’s peas-
ants in a country with too many people and too
little land. By the nineteenth century, the major

centers of Europe were all familiar with expatriate Bohemian families that
had been expelled from the empire. A final attempt at revolution in 

began the modern exodus to the United States. Many of the immigrants re-
jected the Catholic faith, which had been imposed by the empire, and be-
came free-thinkers.5

k

Fannie ’s mother, Josephine, died in  at the age of twenty-six, when Fan-
nie was five, according to family records. Perhaps her death was the result
of the frequent epidemics of diphtheria or typhus, or perhaps it occcurred
in childbirth. We will probably never know because, as local sources report,
this was too early for death certificates, newspapers, or even church records.
With three young daughters and a baby boy, Vencil was quick to find an-
other wife. On January , , at age thirty-one, he married another Bo-
hemian immigrant, Mary Tomes, the twenty-one-year-old daughter of
neighboring homesteaders. Mary bore two more children before :
Anna, in January , and Victor, in .6
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What was Fannie ’s life like? With no memoirs and no written records,
we must compile a composite picture from available materials, such as the
oral histories in Rose Rosicky’s History of Czechs in Nebraska and the nov-
els and other fictional works that try to tell the story. Although our mental
image of homesteading may include the warmth of the hearth, with family
members working together taming the prairies, homesteading was, in real-
ity, desperately difficult. It is not surprising that we have no account of Fan-
nie ’s family experiences, for few who homesteaded had the time, educa-
tion, or inclination to write about their daily struggles. And those who did
were motivated to remember the good times or to chalk up the difficulties
to character building. The first-person accounts of immigrant Bohemian
homesteaders help us imagine what Fannie ’s family must have gone through.
Survivors of the period recounted, in stark, spare narratives, their early ex-
periences of privation and the hardships that greeted the settlers. Later, after
life improved, people tended to look back through rose-colored glasses,
minimizing the real suffering they endured. “We toiled hard and kept up
our courage and now, when we have comfort and plenty, the past seems like
a bad dream,” said Joseph Krenek.7

Contrary to the pervasive mental image, I learned, the classic sod house
was actually a later, more modern development. The earliest settlers carved
out primitive dugouts, caves cut into hillsides and covered with pole roofs,
like the structure pictured in a popular photograph at the Nebraska State
Archives called “Our Home.”
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Fannie’s father and other farmers of the early years were barely eking
out a living. They were merely existing—subsisting off meager crops, hold-
ing onto the land, and doing whatever work was obtainable for trade, hop-
ing for a miracle of weather or crops or work to inch ahead in what today
we would call a Third World environment. Those who started in  were
met by a series of plagues that would rival the afflictions of the Old Testa-
ment: drought, financial panic, locusts, blizzards, dust storms, prairie fires,
and drought again.

Nebraska author Bess Streeter Aldrich based her  classic novel, A
Lantern in Her Hand, on documentary materials and interviews conducted
with the remaining original settlers. The book is revered in Nebraska; it is
understood by Nebraskans as embodying a kind of collective truth that
goes beyond dry facts to explain what these pioneering years were truly
like.8 Aldrich described farming in Nebraska in the s through the expe-
rience of a fictional heroine, Abbie Deal, and her husband, Will, who set-
tled in . First, the virgin prairie had to be broken and corn planted in
the roughly turned sod. But the first year’s crop, the “sod-corn,” was al-
ways meager, good only to feed to livestock on the stalks. Then, due to lack
of rain, the crops of  and  were “only half a crop,” and  was
just as bad. The winters brought raging blizzards and howling winds. But
the year  was worse yet, described, even amid these dire conditions,
as “a low point.”9

Despite the fact that the crops had not measured up to the hype of the
area’s promoters, the population of homestead farmers exploded across the
plains in these early years as the railroads advertised for settlers and en-
couraged development. And as the railroads expanded, more bonds were
floated for the already heavily indebted rail lines, decreasing their value
and leading to an ever expanding market bubble. In , the bubble burst,
pricked by the failure of investment bankers J. Cook and Company. The
panic of  was very real for Nebraska farmers, who could only watch
helplessly as prices fell for their corn and wheat crops. A bushel of corn
worth thirty-two cents in  when farmers optimistically broke their prai-
rie homesteads was worth only half that in . “The bottom of the mar-
ket dropped out,” wrote Aldrich, “and prices were so low that it did not even
pay to haul the scanty crop to market.”10 The homesteaders burned their
corncobs and twists of hay to keep warm.

This image of burning the corn and hay is one I found unforgettable
after spending many long winter nights reading Laura Ingalls Wilder’s sto-
ries to my daughters. Now, when I try to imagine Fannie ’s life on the plains
as a little girl, I often think of images in the Little House on the Prairie series.
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Wilder, born in , was only three years older than Fannie, and her child-
hood experiences on the prairies and the plains from Wisconsin to Kansas,
Minnesota, and South Dakota closely paralleled Fannie ’s. She and her family
worked their way west, beginning anew three or four times before finally set-
tling in the famous little house on the homestead in De Smet, South Dakota.

Optimism returned as farmers planted the crop of , but that year
brought the worst plague of all—grasshoppers. They appeared in July,
coming from the west out of a bright summer sky, like a great glittering
cloud: “In a clear hot July day a haze came over the sun. The haze deepened
into a gray cloud. Suddenly the cloud resolved itself into billions of gray
grasshoppers sweeping down upon the earth. The vibration of their wings
filled the ear with a roaring sound like a rushing storm.”11

The grasshoppers devastated the crops and the gardens and ate every-
thing in sight. Then they burrowed into the ground to lay eggs, destined to
hatch and repeat the devastation the following summer. That winter was
one of nearly complete despair as the proud homesteaders, to their shame,
were forced to rely on donated aid. Even the army participated in distribut-
ing surplus clothing and equipment. After the grasshopper devastation at
the Ingallses’ home in Wisconsin, Pa Ingalls had to leave home to find pay-
ing work harvesting crops. It was also during that period that Laura’s sister
Mary contracted a fever and was left blind. In spite of all efforts, the Ingalls
family lost the Wisconsin land and moved farther west.

Like all their neighbors, the Czechs in Nebraska faced hard times, often
coming close to starvation. “During the first two years there was so little
food that we could not supply our needs,” said Frank Cejda in his oral his-
tory collected by Rosicky, “barley coffee and corn mush, cooked in water,
was our menu, . . . we had no cow to give us milk.”12 Anton Brazda’s fam-
ily’s first home was a dugout on the side hill of someone else ’s claim. “Fa-
ther and mother worked for the few farmers that were here, earning just
enough to keep us children and grandfather from starving,” he said. “While
our parents were away, which was almost all the time, Grandfather looked
after us and gathered sunflowers, gum weeds, and plum brushes for fuel,
storing what he could gather for winter use.”13 One of the first luxuries
was a cow, which cost the Brazda family five months of the father’s labor.
“After two years . . . Father started to earn his first cow . . . for which he
gave some five months labor on a farm some twelve miles from our home.”
Then Brazda’s father labored twelve months longer to earn two steers for
their first team. Having started out in , it took the family five years to
cross the threshold of minor prosperity. By , the father had gotten work
constructing a courthouse. They were using money now and had a log
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house, a cow for milk and butter, and a team of oxen, and they had raised
sufficient crops to sustain themselves.

In , when Fannie was nine, Vencil proved up on the homestead and
then sold it almost immediately. Like many homesteaders, he seems to have
patented his land only so that he could immediately sell it to pay debts and
have enough money to support the family.14 It took money to sustain a fam-
ily through early years of scanty crops. Yet even though the grasshopper
plague abated in  and a drought that had marked the beginning of the
decade ended when rain came early in , the farmers did not see the eco-
nomic prosperity that was the promise of the new land. In fact, under the
best of conditions, farming hardly paid its own way. There was a high cost
to farming, and a settler needed a source of cash to develop a homestead.
Farmers were forced to take on debt to finance seed and equipment for the
coming year. With the end of the drought, prices for grain fell again, and
indebted farmers lost their land to the banks. Smaller landholders sold out
to those few who were willing to buy with borrowed money.15 The most
famous of all Nebraska writers, Willa Cather, used this scenario in her O
Pioneers! in which her heroine is the one who buys the land from her less
fortunate neighbors. Both this work and My Ántonia focus on the lives of
Bohemian immigrants like the people Cather knew from her years in Red
Cloud, Nebraska.

The census enumerator in June  counted the Sedlacek family in
Elk Precinct, near the Czech settlement of Plasi, not far from the original
homestead. Vencil, now aged thirty-six, and his wife, Mary, aged twenty-six,
were both farming. They had six children by then. The eldest, Josephine,
aged twelve, was “keeping house” and caring for Joseph, age six, Anna, age
two, and Victoria, age one. Frances, aged ten, however, was listed as attend-
ing school in . Her sister Mary was eight. So with Josie old enough to
take care of the younger children, two adults free to do the heavy farm-
work, and money from the sale of the homestead, perhaps now the family
was able to get ahead. Like many young women of this early period of
homesteading, Mary, the young stepmother, could neither read nor write.16

Although Fannie, as the second oldest, may have helped with gardening,
cooking, and gathering wild foods from the prairies and fuel for heat, she
was also able to go to school. Her obituary stated that Fannie “learned to
speak English while working her way westward along the railroad,” but it
seems likely that she actually did attend school, conducted in English, for
at least a few years. A school was established in a neighboring section,
and the schools, established by the state, taught in English; according to
school records, Fannie attended at least for .17 It seems, then, that even
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though Czech was her first language and the primary language spoken in
her home, Fannie was at least exposed to English through one or more
years of schooling.

The settlers certainly made use of whatever wild foods were available.
Aldrich described picking wild grapes and wild plums and pie plant after
the grasshopper plague.18 “We subsisted on wild spinach leaves,” Frank
Cejda recounted. “For fuel we had to depend on sunflowers, cornstalks,
weeds and straw.” Cejda also described how the settlers used game. “Meat
was scarce, and wild game also, for there was nothing for it to feed on. . . .
When crops began to be raised, grouse, prairie chicken, deer and elk came.
They disappeared late, when the country began to be more thickly settled.
. . . After our first year or two, wild game provided us with meat, and hunt-
ing became a delight.”19 Many who grew up this way were only anxious to
get this rugged life behind them and move into more civilized circum-
stances. But something about the life and the challenges it entailed must
have appealed to Fannie, for she was to live this way for the rest of her life.

By , the Sedlacek family had moved again, this time to farmland in
Chapman Precinct, where they endured yet more hardship. Nebraska con-
ducted its own census in , and it also counted deaths for the year: the
three youngest Sedlacek children—Joseph, Anna, and Victoria—are miss-
ing from the census list. Homesteading life on the prairie took a terrible
toll on the young. Losing infants and children, many from diphtheria, was
a common, grim fact of life. Of eighteen deaths in Chapman Precinct alone,
thirteen were children; six were two and under. Ten of these children died
of diphtheria, including four from one family, ages ten, eight, six, and four.
The pattern was the same in nearby precincts, and it was probably diphthe-
ria that took the three younger Sedlacek children.20

According to the  census, Fannie, at fifteen, and her sister Mary,
thirteen, were “at home,” but neither was in school. Fannie ’s oldest sister,
Josie, was seventeen and listed as a laborer. New members of the family were
Vencil, two, a new Anna, one, and Theresa, aged six months. Through the
other children’s deaths and then the births of the three new children to Fan-
nie ’s young stepmother, Fannie and her two full sisters must have carried
much of the load of the household labor.

Vencil was one of only sixteen farmers in the precinct listed as “renting
for a share,” sharecropping on someone else ’s land because he had lost his
own homestead. In addition to enumerating populations and counting
deaths, this state census also counted farm production. Vencil seems to have
given up on any dreams of prosperity or raising cash crops and instead was
struggling to feed and maintain his family on a subsistence basis. He grew
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only  acres of corn, producing  bushels, and  acre of potatoes, pro-
ducing only  pounds. The family livestock consisted of a few cows, sev-
enteen pigs, and forty-five chickens. There was no estimated value of farm
production, no cash crop. Vencil’s acreage consisted of  acres of tilled land
and  acres of pasture. Although better than the starvation and poverty
of the earliest years, this was still a meager living for his growing family of
eight.21 The  census was to be the last in which Fannie and her sisters
Josephine and Mary were reported as living with the family.

By December , Josephine had married and then divorced before
marrying again a few years later.22 Fannie, as the second oldest, was proba-
bly the next sent to “work out,” or help support the family. Willa Cather’s
heroine Ántonia, like Fannie, was a Bohemian immigrant girl whose family
was a part of the first wave of early settlement. Cather portrays a world
where older girls were often hired out to other farms for the little cash the
family required. As the second child, Fannie probably had to help her father
in the fields: immigrant families could not afford to restrict girls to house-
work. Her father, stepmother, and the younger children (Vencil, Anna, and
Theresa as well as George, who was born in ) moved to Custer County,
farther west, where they—but not the three older girls—were counted by
the  census and where another child, John, was born that year.23 Hard
times undoubtedly continued for the family. The years between  and
 had been a time of speculative boom in western Nebraska. Then came
another drought and a bust to the boom, as many settlers left. By , farm-
ers were three years behind in their loans, and after , there were numer-
ous foreclosures as a result of the “cumulative force of hard times.”24

In Cather’s novel, many farm girls, including Ántonia and her friends,
were hired out in domestic work, but others went to work in the primitive
roadhouses or restaurants on the railroad lines. The scant evidence available
suggests that, like them, Fannie started working as a cook or waitress for the
construction crews on the rail lines. As her obituary stated, she “learned to
speak English while working her way westward along the railroad,” and
“her journey westward was punctuated with several restaurant jobs.”25

The miracle of microfilm at the Nebraska Historical Society in Lincoln
allowed me to find the rest of the family’s story. In the “underground cen-
sus” of graveyards compiled by the good historians of Nebraska, I found
the death date for Fannie ’s father, Vencil, in . And from the date, I was
able to go directly to the microfilm for the local paper, where I found the
obituary. By , the rest of the family had moved again, this time east
from Custer County, just over the county line into the Bohemian settlement
of Geranium, in Valley County. There, perhaps they finally found a measure
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of prosperity. The younger children, Anna, Theresa, and George, contin-
ued to live at home into the s, and the younger Vencil, known as James,
married and settled nearby with his own children.26

Most of Nebraska’s counties and towns have their centennial histories,
their county and town history books. But these have been written from the
perspective of the pioneers or their descendants who still live in the locales.
The town histories concentrate on the later period of town building, the
era of farmstead building when the farmers were finally becoming success-
ful and families were able to replace their sod houses with modern frame
dwellings.27 And in fact, many of the “pioneers” celebrated in Saunders
County did not even arrive until after . By that time, Fannie and her
family were gone. Like apparitions on the prairie, their experiences in
Saunders County were relics of the first years.

Between  and , Nebraska was enjoying a boom in railroad con-
struction, with trunk and branch lines nearly doubling the railroad mileage
in the state.28 The Burlington Railroad was laying track for a branch line
through Saunders County in  and . We can imagine that Fannie
was a waitress or cook’s helper in a company mess hall. When the local
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rail lines were completed around , she moved west with the construc-
tion work.29

Like her immigrant family’s life on the plains, Fannie ’s years with the
railroads as they expanded westward are difficult to document, as are the
stories of the many other young working women in the West. In railroad
archives, there are sometimes lists of workers, but no women were em-
ployed directly by the rail companies. Instead, the official mess crews were
employed by contractors. Thus, these women do not show up in records or
statistics of railroad workers. I read through the -plus pages of Maury
Klein’s Birth of the Union Pacific and visited the official Union Pacific Mu-
seum in Omaha.30 I asked at the Archives of the Nebraska State Historical
Society in Lincoln. I studied hundreds of photos of railroad building and

railroad workers. But no women were to be found. I located only two
photos with mere glimpses of railroad camp restaurants.

In truth, this period of Fannie ’s life, between  and
, is still largely a mystery. She remained close to her

two full sisters, Josephine and Mary, for the rest of her
life, and all three had headed west.31 Nearly illiterate,
Fannie probably did not write to her sisters during that
period. Perhaps she was a waitress or cook’s helper,
as she told Mary Lee Davis years later in Alaska.
Perhaps the truth was something else entirely, some-
thing that she never wanted to reveal. Whatever her
occupation, Fannie became part of a large group of
working single women in the West. These young
women, descendants of Irish, Swedish, Norwegian,
Czech, and German immigrants, made their own way

in every western community. But their stories were
never well documented. And once she had left, there

was really no chance for Fannie to go home again.

 SEARCHING FOR FANNIE  QUIGLEY

Fannie as a young woman. Courtesy of the Oien family
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